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6741 ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
T P C
2 6 4

AIMS
 To develop understanding and skill on the construction and operation of electrical 

appliances based on heating principle.
 To develop understanding and skill on the construction and operation of 

appliances operated by electric motor.
 To enable to acquire skill/competence in diagnosing/localizing faults and 

repairing & servicing of electrical appliances. 

SHORT DESCRIPTION
Electric iron; Electric heater; Microwave oven; Rice cooker; Toaster, Hair drier, electric 
shaving machine, Kettle Geyser. Electric fan; Rechargeable lamp; Vacuum Cleaner; 
Blower; Dehumidifier; Blender; Washing machine; Water pump; Refrigerator; Air 
conditioner; Lift and escalator.

DETAIL DESCRIPTION

Theory :

1 Understand the basic principle of electric appliances.
1.1 State the meaning of electric appliances.
1.2 List the names of appliances based on heating principles.
1.3 List the names of the appliances operated by electric motor.
1.4 State the related codes of electric heating appliances.

2 Understand the working principle of electric iron.
2.1 Name different types of electric irons.
2.2 Differentiate between an ordinary and an automatic electric iron.
2.3 Identify different parts of an electric iron.
2.4 Sketch the circuit diagram of an electric iron.
2.5 Explain the operating principles of an electric iron.
2.6 Explain the operation of thermostat in an automatic electric iron. 
2.7 Explain the construction and operation  of a steam iron.  
2.8 List the possible faults and their causes and remedies of an electric iron.

3 Understand the working principle of electric heater. 
3.1 List different types of electric heater.
3.2 List different parts of a room heater, surface heater and water heater.
3.3 Explain the function of heat reflector and guard wire in a room heater.
3.4 List the possible faults and their causes and remedies of an electric heater.

4 Understand the working principle of microwave oven.
4.1 Describe the function of a microwave oven.
4.2 List the main parts of a microwave oven.
4.3 List different parts of heat control and timer in an oven.
4.4 Describe the function of heat control and timer in an oven.
4.5 Sketch the electrical circuit diagram of a microwave oven.



4.6 List the possible faults and their causes and remedies of a microwave 
oven. 

5 Understand the working principle of rice cooker.
5.1 Describe the function of a rice cooker.
5.2 List the main parts of a rice cooker.
5.3 Explain the function of different parts of a rice cooker.
5.4 List the possible faults and their causes and remedies of a rice cooker.

6 Understand the working principle of Electric Toaster.
6.1 List different types of Electric Toaster.
6.2 List different Parts of Electric Toaster. 
6.3 Explain the function of different parts of Electric toaster. 
6.4 List the possible faults and their Causes and remedies of a electric 

toaster.

7 Understand the features of Hair drier
7.1 State Principle operation of Hair drier. 
7.2 List different parts of Hair drier.  
7.3 Explain the function of different parts of Hair drier.
7.4 List the possible faults and their causes and remedies of a Hair drier. 

8 Understand the features of Electric Shaving machine (shaver)
8.1 State principle operation of electric shaving machine.
8.2 List different parts of shaving machine. 
8.3 Explain the function of different parts shaving marching.  
8.4 List the possible faults and their causes and remedies of a electric 

shaving machine. 

9 Understand the features of Electric Kettle.
9.1 State Principle operation of Electric Kettle. 
9.2 List deferent parts of electric Kettle. 
9.3 Explain the function of different pants of electric Kettle. 
9.4 List the possible faults and their causes and remedies of a electric kettle. 

10 Understand the features of Geyser.

10.1 List the different parts of Geyser.
10.2 Explain the operation of Geyser.
10.3 Discuss the safety precaution of Geyser.
10.4 List of possible faults and causes and their remedies of a Geyser.  



11 Understand the working principle of table fan/pedestal fan.
11.1 Describe the function of a table fan/pedestal fan.
11.2 List different parts of a table fan/pedestal fan.
11.3 Sketch the circuit diagram of a table fan/pedestal fan.
11.4 Explain the oscillatory mechanism of a table fan/pedestal fan.
11.5 List various components of an electronic fan regulator.
11.6 Explain the operation of an electronic fan regulator.
11.7 List the possible faults and their causes and remedies of a table 

fan/pedestal fan.

12 Understand the features of a rechargeable (emergency) lamp.
12.1 Explain the working principle of a rechargeable lamp.
12.2 Name the different parts of a rechargeable lamp.
12.3 Sketch the circuit diagram of a rechargeable lamp.
12.4 Explain the principle of operation of a rechargeable DC fan.
12.5 List the possible faults and their causes and remedies of a rechargeable 

lamp.

13 Understand the features of a vacuum cleaner.
13.1 Explain the working principle of a vacuum cleaner.
13.2 Name the different parts of a vacuum cleaner.
13.3 Sketch the circuit diagram of a vacuum cleaner.
13.4 List the possible faults and their causes and remedies of a vacuum 

cleaner.

14 Understand the features of an electric blower.
14.1 Explain the working principle of an electric blower.
14.2 Name the different parts of an electric blower.
14.3 Sketch the circuit diagram of an electric blower.
14.4 List the possible faults and their causes and remedies of a electric blower.

15 Understand the features of a de-humidifier.
15.1 Explain the principle of operation of a dehumidifier.
15.2 Name different parts and their function of a dehumidifier.
15.3 Sketch the circuit diagram of a de-humidifier.
15.4 List the possible faults and their causes and remedies of a de-humidifier.

16 Understand the features of a blender.
16.1 Explain the principle of operation of a blender.
16.2 List the different parts of a blender.
16.3 Sketch the electric circuit of a blender.
16.4 State the function of the timer in a blender.
16.5 List the possible faults and their causes and remedies of a blender.

17 Understand the features of a washing machine.
17.1 Explain the principle of operation of a washing machine.
17.2 List the different parts of a washing machine.
17.3 Explain the function of the timer in a washing machine.
17.4 Explain complete washing cycle of a washing machine.



17.5 List the possible troubles and their causes and remedies of a washing 
machine.

18 Understand the features of a water pump.
18.1 Explain the principle of operation of a water pump.
18.2 State the specification of a water pump.
18.3 List different parts with their function.
18.4 Sketch the connection diagram of pump motor.
18.5 Explain different types of motor starter used in water pump.
18.6 List the possible troubles and their causes and remedies of a water pump.
18.7 Sketch the circuit diagram of a water level controller.

19 Understand the features of a refrigerator.
19.1 Explain operating principle of a refrigerator.
19.2 Sketch the refrigeration cycle.
19.3 Draw the electrical circuit of a refrigerator.
19.4 Explain the function of different components of refrigerator.
19.5 List the possible faults and their causes and remedies of a refrigerator. 

20 Understand the features of an air conditioner. 
20.1 State the principle of operation of an air conditioner.
20.2 List different parts of an air conditioner.
20.3 Explain the function of filter, ducts and grills, air-conditioning circuit, 

control, cooling unit and electrical control unit.
20.4 Draw the electrical circuit of an air conditioning unit.
20.5 List the possible electrical faults and their causes and remedies of an air 

conditioner.

21 Understand the features of a lift.
21.1 Explain principle of operation of a lift.
21.2 List the different components of a lift.
21.3 Mention specification of a common type of lift.
21.4 Describe the steps of installation of a lift.
21.5 Explain the motor generally used in a lift and its control.
21.6 List possible faults and their causes and remedies of a lift.

22 Understand the features of an escalator.
22.1 Explain principle of operation of an escalator.
22.2 State the working principle of escalator.
22.3 List the main parts of an escalator.
22.4 Name the electric motor generally used in escalator.
22.5 Describe the steps of installation of an escalator.

Practical :

1 Perform maintenance and servicing an electric iron.
1.1 Select the equipment and tools necessary for disassembling and 

servicing an electric iron.
1.2 Disassemble the electric iron.
1.3 Sketch the different parts of the electric iron.



1.4 Observe the heating element and operation of thermostat in the electric 
iron.

1.5 Diagnose the possible problems in the electric iron.
1.6 Repair or replace the defective parts, if any.
1.7 Reassemble the parts and connect the iron to the power source.

2 Perform maintenance and servicing of different types of electric heaters.
2.1 Disassemble the different parts of the electric heater.
2.2 Sketch the main parts of the electric heater.
2.3 Sketch the circuit diagram of a single throw and a double throw 

thermostatic control electric heater.
2.4 Identify the possible troubles in a heater with causes and remedies.
2.5 Repair or replace the defective parts of the heater, if any.
2.6 Reassemble the parts of the heater.
2.7 Connect the heater to service.

3 Perform maintenance and servicing of a microwave oven.
3.1 Disassemble the microwave oven.
3.2 Sketch the main parts of the microwave oven.
3.3 Make a visual study and test the different parts.
3.4 Sketch the electrical circuit diagram of the microwave oven.
3.5 List possible troubles with causes and remedies of a microwave oven.
3.6 Assemble the parts and connect the oven to the power source.
3.7 Observe the operation.

4 Perform repair and maintenance of a rice cooker.
4.1 Disassemble the parts of the rice cooker.
4.2 Sketch the main parts of the rice cooker.
4.3 Identify possible troubles with causes and remedies of a rice cooker.
4.4 Assemble the parts of the rice cooker.
4.5 Connect the cooker to the power source.

5 Perform the operation and maintenance of a toaster 
5.1 Select the necessary tools for disable and assemble the components of a 

toaster.  
5.2 Sketch the diagram.
5.3 Connect the toaster to the power source. 
5.4 Observe the operation. 

6 Perform the operation of a Geyser
6.1 Select the necessary tools for disasscmble & assemble the components 

of Geyser
6.2 Sketch the diagram
6.3 Select the different ranges of Geyser.
6.4 Connect the Geyser  to the power source. 
6.5 Observe the operation. 



7 Perform the operation and maintenance of an Electric Kettle.

7.1 Select the necessary hand tools for disassemble and assemble the 
electrical components of the electric kettle. 

7.2 Disassemble and assemble the electric kettle. 
7.3 Sketch the diagram. 
7.4 Connect into the power source. 
7.5 Observe the operation.   

8 Perform repair and maintenance of an oscillatory type fan.
8.1 Disassemble the different parts of the table fan/pedestal fan.
8.2 Observe the oscillatory mechanism of the oscillating type of fan.
8.3 Sketch the different parts of the fan.
8.4 Assemble the fan and connect to the power supply.
8.5 Observe the operation.

9 Perform repair and maintenance of a rechargeable (emergency) lamp.
9.1 Disassemble the rechargeable (emergency) lamp.
9.2 Sketch the different parts of the rechargeable lamp.
9.3 Test the battery of the lamp.
9.4 Check the parts to ensure its sound condition.
9.5 Repair and replace the defective parts, if any.
9.6 Reassemble the lamp and connect to the power source.
9.7 Observe the charging and discharging condition.

10 Perform repair and maintenance of an electric blower.
10.1 Disassemble the parts of the electric blower.
10.2 Sketch the main parts of the electric blower.
10.3 Check the parts to ensure the sound condition.
10.4 Repair or replace the defective parts, if any.
10.5 Reassemble the parts.
10.6 Connect the appliances to the power source.
10.7 Observe the operation.

11 Perform repair and maintenance of a vacuum cleaner.
11.1 Disassemble the parts of the vacuum cleaner.
11.2 Sketch the main parts of the vacuum cleaner.
11.3 Check the parts to ensure the sound condition.
11.4 Repair or replace the defective parts, if any.
11.5 Reassemble the parts.
11.6 Connect the appliances to the power source.
11.7 Observe the operation.

12 Study a dehumidifier.
12.1 Disassemble the dehumidifier. 
12.2 Sketch the main parts of the dehumidifier. 
12.3 Identify the major troubles with remedies.
12.4 Reassemble the parts.
12.5 Connect the dehumidifier to the power supply.
12.6 Observe the operation.



13 Perform repair and maintenance of a blender.
13.1 Disassemble the blender.
13.2 Sketch the main parts.
13.3 Identify the major faults generally occurred in a blender.
13.4 Assemble the blender.
13.5 Connect the blender to the power supply.
13.6 Observe the operation.

14 Perform repair and maintenance of a washing machine.
14.1 Identify the main parts of the washing machine.
14.2 Sketch the main parts of the washing machine.
14.3 Sketch the electrical circuit of the washing machine.
14.4 Draw the complete washing cycle of washing machine.
14.5 Dissemble the major components.
14.6 Make a visual observation.
14.7 Reassemble the parts.
14.8 Connect the washing machine to the power supply.
14.9 Observe the operation.

15 Perform repair and maintenance of a water pump.
15.1 Disassemble the different parts of the water pump.
15.2 Sketch the different parts of the pump and motor.
15.3 Check the insulation resistance of the driving motor.
15.4 Test the continuity and earthling of the driving motor.
15.5 Assemble the pump.
15.6 Observe the operation of pump and method of control against overflow 

from tank.

16 Perform repair and maintenance of electrical components of a refrigerator.
16.1 Identify the different parts of the refrigerator.
16.2 Identify the electrical components of the refrigerator.
16.3 Sketch the wiring circuit showing electrical control system.
16.4 Note down the maintenance procedure of a refrigerator.
16.5 Disassemble and assemble the thermostat control.
16.6 Connect into the power source.
16.7 Observe the operation. 

17 Perform repair and maintenance of electrical components of air-
conditioner. 
17.1 List the main parts of the air-conditioner.
17.2 Sketch the main section namely fan with motor, filter, ducts and grill, air 

conditioning control, cooling unit and electrical control unit.
17.3 Sketch the wiring diagram.
17.4 Disassemble and assemble the electrical components of the air 

conditioner.
17.5 Connect the air conditioner to the power supply.
17.6 Observe the operation.



18 Perform operation and maintenance of a lift.
18.1 Visit a nearby establishment where a lift is available.
18.2 Note down the different specifications of the lift.
18.3 Observe the operating principle of the lift.
18.4 Sketch different components of the lift.
18.5 Identify the possible troubles and their remedies.

19 Perform operation and maintenance of an escalator.
19.1 Visit a nearby establishment where an escalator is available.
19.2 Note down the different specification of the escalator.
19.3 Observe the operating principle.
19.4 Sketch the different components of the escalator.
19.5 Identify the possible troubles and their causes and remedies of an 

escalator generally occurred.

REFERENCE BOOK

1. Home appliances Service Guide – Edwin P. Anderson.
2. Study of electrical appliances and devices - K.B Bhatia
3. Electrical home appliances service manual - S. K . Gupta, Gt publication
4. Principle of Refrigeration - Dossat



6742 ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION, PLANNING AND ESTIMATING
T P C
2 6 4

AIMS
To provide the student with an opportunity to acquire knowledge, skill and attitude in the 
area of planning and estimating of electrical installation with special emphasis on:

 Planning and preparation of estimate for an electrical installation.
 Internal wiring and service connection.
 Installation of electrical machines.
 Electricity act / rules and safety practices.

SHORT DESCRIPTION
Planning and estimating; Measurement book, price sheet, catalogue and schedule of 
labor rate; Illumination; Conductor size and current carrying capacity; Electricity 
Acts/Rules; Electrical codes; Internal wiring installation; Distribution line; Installation and 
winding of electrical machine/equipment; Testing electrical installation.

DETAIL DESCRIPTION

Theory:

PLANNING AND ESTIMATING 
1 Understand the concepts of electrical installation.

1.1 Explain electrical installation.
1.2 List at least three main types of electrical installations.
1.3 Define indoor and outdoor electrical installation.
1.4 Distinguish between indoor and outdoor electrical installation. 

2 Understand the concept of planning of an electrical installation.
2.1 Define the term planning of an electrical installation.
2.2 Explain the necessity of planning of an electrical installation.
2.3 List at least five main categories of planning of an electrical installation.
2.4 List at least seven factors to be considered for proper planning.
2.5 Calculate the electrical load of residential building, college building,

student hostel and office building. 

3 Understand the concept of estimating of an electrical installation.
3.1 Discuss estimating of an installation.
3.2 Explain the necessity of estimating.
3.3 List at least three important steps for costing of an installation.
3.4 List at least eight steps to be considered for preparing an estimate.

MEASUREMENT BOOK, PRICE SHEET, CATALOGUE AND SCHEDULE OF LABOR 
RATES
4 Understand the importance of MB writing.

4.1 Describe MB.
4.2 Explain the necessity of MB.
4.3 Identify the style of maintaining an MB.
4.4 Identify proper specifications for the required materials form catalogue.



5 Understand the concept of price sheet and schedule of labor rates.
5.1 Describe price sheet and schedule of labor rates.
5.2 Explain the necessity of price sheet and labor rates for an estimate.
5.3 Prepare a price sheet and a labor rate schedule.

ILLUMINATION
6 Understand the concept of illumination.

6.1 Define illumination.
6.2 Explain at least three laws of illumination.
6.3 Calculate illumination required for different purposes.
6.4 Prepare a chart of illumination for different lamp system (ie including CFL, 

Incandescent, Florescent )
6.5 Solve problems related to illumination.
6.6 Define the terms Solid angle, Candela, Luminous flux, Luminous intensity, 

MSCP, MHSCP and different related factors.

7 Understand the concept of lighting scheme.
7.1 Discuss direct lighting, indirect lighting, semi-direct and semi-indirect 

lighting.
7.2 Discuss the level of illumination required for different purposes.
7.3 Discuss at least five factors to be considered for designing a lighting 

scheme.
7.4 Design a lighting scheme.

CONDUCTOR SIZE AND CURRENT CARRYING CAPACITY
8 Understand the principle of calculating current carrying capacity and 

determining the conductor size.
8.1 Describe at least three factors to be considered for determining the 

conductor size.
8.2 Identify the conductor size from the table.
8.3 Calculate the current carrying capacity of a given circuit and the sub 

circuits.

ELECTRICITY ACTS /RULES
9 Understand the electricity Act/Rules and safety practices.

9.1 List at least ten main electricity rules of Bangladesh Electricity Act.
9.2 Describe the importance of electricity act/rules.
9.3 Explain the need for maintaining safety procedure against electrical 

hazards.
9.4 Explain at least five of safety measures.

ELECTRICAL CODES
10 Understand the utility of electrical codes.

10.1 List at least ten electrical codes.
10.2 Explain different electrical codes.
10.3 State the advantages of using the electrical codes.

INTERNAL WIRING INSTALLATION
11 Understand the installation of internal wiring.



11.1 Explain internal wiring installation.
11.2 Describe at least three main types of internal wiring.
11.3 Prepare schedule of materials for batten, channel, surface conduit, and 

concealed conduit wiring.
11.4 Sketch the layout plan for batten, channel, surface conduit, and 

concealed conduit of small building.
11.5 Calculate the load of main circuit and sub circuits.
11.6 Select the sizes of wire, main switch, sub-main switches and switches.
11.7 Prepare a detail estimate for necessary materials and labor of installation 

of internal wiring.
11.8 Prepare a summary of the estimate.
11.9 Prepare an estimate by point method.

12 Understand the concept of earthing.
12.1 Describe earthing.
12.2 Explain the necessity of earthing.
12.3 Explain at least three methods of earthing.
12.4 Prepare an estimate for earthing.
12.5 Explain the method of testing of an earthing installation.
12.6 List the desired value of earth resistance for different installations.

13 Understand wiring layout and schematic diagram of an electrical 
installation.
13.1 Sketch the layout plan for casing wiring of a small workshop showing 

lighting loads.
13.2 Sketch the layout plan for conduit wiring of a small workshop showing 

lighting loads.
13.3 Sketch the layout plan of casing wiring of the same workshop showing 

power loads.
13.4 Sketch the layout plan of conduit wiring of the same workshop showing 

power loads.
13.5 Sketch the layout plan for service connection showing the required 

energy meter, DB & SDB.
13.6 Sketch the layout plan for earth connection.
13.7 Calculate power loads and lighting loads respectively of main circuit and 

sub-circuits.
13.8 Select the sizes of wire, main switch, sub-main switches, switches and 

distribution boards to lighting and power line respectively.
13.9 Prepare an estimate for the required materials and labour from the schedule.
13.10 Prepare an estimate for earth connections and earthing.
13.11 Prepare a summary of the estimate.

DISTRIBUTION LINE 
14 Understand the estimate of LT overhead distribution line.

14.1 Sketch the layout plan of a 400V, 3-phase, 4-wire overhead distribution 
line with street poles, conductors, insulators and other accessories.

14.2 Prepare a schedule of materials required for overhead line.
14.3 Prepare an estimate for required materials for one kilometre long 

overhead LT distribution line with the 5th wire for street lighting.
14.4 Prepare a schedule of labor for overhead LT distribution line.
14.5 Prepare an estimate for overhead LT distribution line.



14.6 Prepare a summary of the estimate.

INSTALLATION OF ELECTRICAL MACHINE/ EQUIPMENT
15 Understand the principle of installation of electrical machine and 

equipment.
15.1 Sketch the layout plan and single line wiring diagram of a motor 

connection 
15.2 Identify the position of motor, main switch, starter and accessories in the 

diagram.
15.3 Calculate the distance of the motor, main switch and starter from the mains.
15.4 Determine the sizes of wire, main switch and starter for the installation.
15.5 Prepare the material cost.
15.6 Estimate labor charge.
15.7 Prepare the estimate adding contingencies .

16 Understand the principle of installation of substation.
16.1 Sketch the layout plan and single line diagram of a substation.
16.2 Identify the position of the transformer, circuit breaker, auto re-closer, lightning 

arrester, isolator and incoming and outgoing bus bar arrangement.
16.3 Prepare a schedule of materials required.
16.4 Prepare an estimate.

TESTING ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION
17 Understand the principle of testing of electrical installation.

17.1 Describe at least five main tests to be carried out after completion of 
wiring of a building.

17.2 Describe the tests to be performed after installation of a motor.
17.3 Describe the tests to be performed after installation of a transformer.

18. Apply  the  principle of winding of electrical machine. 
18.1 Sketch the developed diagrams of full pitch and fractional pitch winding of 

a three-phase induction motor. 
18.2 Sketch the developed winding diagram of a single phase induction motor.
18.3 Estimate the required materials and costs for rewinding of a burnt out 

induction motor. 
18.4 Describe the methods of testing winding of electrical machine. 

Practical:

1 Measure the illumination level of a surface.
1.1 Select the lumen meter.
1.2 Measure the illumination level in your wiring lab/ class room.
1.3 Compare the obtained reading with the calculated value.

2 Plan and estimate for electrification of a class room.
2.1 Sketch the layout plan and single line wiring diagram of a class room.
2.2 Sketch the wiring and circuit diagram.
2.3 Indicate the positions of electrical fittings in the plan.
2.4 Find out the sizes of wire and main switch from the calculated load of 

main circuit and sub-circuits following electricity rules.



2.5 Measure the distances of fittings from the main board & BDB and find out 
the length of the wire.

2.6 List the materials in the schedule and find out the cost.
2.7 Add labor charges from the schedule with material cost for the summary 

of estimate.

3 Plan and estimate for electrification of a single storied residential building.
3.1 Sketch the layout plan of a single storied residential building of about 

1250 square feet plinth area in a three katha land with boundary wall and 
gate showing the position of electric pole for service connection.

3.2 Sketch the wiring and circuit diagrams and show the service connection.
3.3 Show the positions of electrical fittings in the plan.
3.4 Find out the size of wire, main switch, BDB, fuse or MCB from the 

calculated load of circuit and sub circuit.
3.5 Measure the distance of the fittings from the board to find out the length 

of wires.
3.6 List the materials in the schedule of materials and find out the cost.
3.7 Add labor charge from the schedule with the material cost for the 

summary of the estimate.

4 Plan and estimate for electrification of a multistoried building.
4.1 Sketch the elevation and floor plan of the building.
4.2 Sketch the wiring and circuit diagrams of a flat.
4.3 Show the positions of the fittings in a flat.
4.4 Find out the size of wires, main switch, fuse or MCB.
4.5 Measure the distance of the fittings from the board to find out the length 

of wire.
4.6 Identify the rising main and power distribution system.
4.7 Prepare the estimate for electrification of the building.

5 Plan and estimate for electrification of an electrical machine shop.
5.1 Sketch the layout plan and single line wiring diagram of the shop.
5.2 Sketch the wiring and circuit diagrams.
5.3 Indicate the positions of the fittings in the plan.
5.4 Find out the size of wires, main switch, fuse or MCB.
5.5 Measure the distance of the fittings from the board to find out the length 

of wire.
5.6 List the materials in the schedule of materials and find out the cost.
5.7 Add labor charge with the cost of material for the summary of estimate.

6 Perform Channel wiring.
6.1 Sketch the layout plan.
6.2 Sketch the wiring and circuit diagrams.
6.3 Indicate the positions of the fittings.
6.4 Find out the size of wire, main switch, fuse/MCB.
6.5 Measure the distance of the fittings from the main switch.
6.6 Estimate the cost including labour charges.
6.7 Mark the position of the fittings.
6.8 Fix up the rowel plugs on the wall.
6.9 Fix up boards and casing on wall.
6.10 Fasten wires.



6.11 Fix up switches and outlets.
6.12 Fix up the energy meter, cut-out MCB and main switch.
6.13 Connect power supply.

7 Test an electrical installation (machine/equipment) before commissioning.
7.1 Select the machine/equipment to be tested.
7.2 Test continuity of the winding of the machine/equipment by AVO meter.
7.3 Test the insulation resistance within the coils by Megger.
7.4 Test the insulation resistance with the coils and body of the 

machine/equipment by Megger.
7.5 Measure the resistance of the earth point which will be connected to the 

body of the machine/equipment.
8 Determine cable size from cable catalogue.

8.1 Calculate the load of main circuits and sub-circuits of different 
installations.

8.2 Find out  the corresponding suitable cable size from the catalogue 
allowing safety factor.

9. Install a single phase/three phase service connection.
9.1 Sketch the layout plan showing single line service connection from the 

nearest pole to the service entrance of the building.
9.2 Determine the total electrical load of the installation.
9.3 Measure the distance from the meter at premises to the nearest electric   

pole.
9.4 Prepare the material cost.
9.5 Add labor charges.
9.6 Add contingencies 
9.7 Add lump sum for petty stores like cement, bricks and sand etc.
9.8 Prepare the summary of estimate.
9.9 Procure the materials and hand tools.
9.10 Fix up brackets, service pipe and insulators.
9.11 Draw two GI guard wires with carlings (use draw vice).
9.12 Draw the single core PVC wires through the pipe up to the meter inside 

the premises.
9.13 Connect one aerial fuse with the phase.

10 Perform the installation of three phase induction motor.
10.1 Sketch the layout plan and single line wiring diagram of the motor connection.
10.2 Indicate the position of the motor, main switch and starter.
10.3 Measure the distance of the motor, starter and main switch from the 

supply main.
10.4 Find out the sizes of wires, main switch and starter.
10.5 Prepare the material cost.
10.6 Add labor charges with the cost of materials for the summary estimate.
10.7 Add contingencies. 
10.8 Following electricity rules, connect the mains and operate the motor.
10.9 Install the components and connect to the power source and observe the 

performance.
11. Re-wind  of a single phase induction motor

11.1 Calculate the size of conductor, number of coils and number of turns in a 
coil. 



11.2 Sketch the develop winding diagram of the induction motor.
11.3 Make necessary grouping on the basis of the layout plan for winding. 
11.4 Find out the types and sizes of wire required for the winding.
11.5 Determine the number of turns required on the basis of the coil grouping 

per phase and  layer of winding.
11.6 Estimate the cost involved to rewind the motor. 
11.7 Collect required tools and materials to rewind the motor.
11.8 Rewind the motor.
11.9 Energize the motor after performing necessary tests. 
11.10 Measure the RPM of the motor. 

12. Re-wind a three phase induction motor.
12.1 Calculate the number of coils, size of conductor and number of turns in a 

coil of the motor.
12.2 Sketch the developed diagram  for winding of the induction motor. 
12.3 Make necessary grouping  of coils. 
12.4 Find out the types and sizes of wire required for the windings.
12.5 Determine the number of turns required on the basis of the coil grouping 

per phase and  layer of winding.
12.6 Estimate the cost involved to rewind the motor. 
12.7 Collect required tools and materials to rewind the motor.
12.8 Rewind the motor performing all the steps sequentially. 
12.9 Energize the motor after performing necessary tests. 
12.10 Measure the RPM of the motor. 

13. Perform Installation of an earthling.
13.1 Select earth electrode, earth continuity conductor & other nedcssary 

materials. 
13.2 Place the earth electrode into the ground after digging hole. 
13.3 Put coal & salt into the hole. 
13.4 Take out the continuity conductor from the earth electrode. 

14. Prepare plan and estimate of a short distribution line. 
14.1 Take the measurements of the route of the proposed distribution line.
14.2 Sketch the route showing substation, pole and consumer. 
14.3 Prepare estimate.

REFERENCE BOOKS
1. Electrical Installation Planing & Estimating 

– J. B. Gupta.
2. Electrical Installing Planning and Costing 

– Uppal.



6743 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DRAWING 
T P C
0 6 2

AIMS
 To acquaint with electrical engineering drawings.
 To develop skill in drawing isometric, oblique and orthographic views.
 To enable to interpret and skill to draw thread and fastening devises.
 To develop skill in drawing the symbols for electrical components and equipment.
 To develop skill in drawing the layout diagram of overhead distribution lines.
 To develop skill in drawing the layout diagram of a small sub-station.
 To enable to interpret the electrical layout diagram of a residential building.
 To enable and skill to draw Electrical circuit, plan with ECAD.

SHORT DESCRIPTION
Drawing (elevation, plan and section) of electrical transmission and distribution line structure; 

Drawing of symbols used in electrical planning; Drawing of insulator used in overhead line; 

Drawing of pole mounted sub-station; Drawing of LT distribution line; Drawing electrical layout 

and single line wiring diagram of a small residential building; Using ECAD in electrical Drawing 

and circuit.

DETAIL DESCRIPTION

1 Construct first and third angle orthographic views.
1.1 Understand orthographic projection in fast and third angle.
1.2 Choose minimum required number of views and complete orthographic
Drawing of 

an object..
1.3 Draw three views of an object having hidden features.
1.4 Identify and draw the missing view and missing line in a drawing of a 
engineering object.

2 Draw Isometric Drawing. 
2.1 Understand and draw the isometric drawing.
2.2 Draw an isometric circle.
2.3 Draw oblique views from orthographic views or actual object using  
isometric scale.
2.4 Put dimensions on isometric drawing.

3 Draw Oblique drawing. 
3.1 Understand and draw the oblique drawing.
3.2 Draw an oblique circle.
3.3 Draw oblique views from orthographic views or actual object.
3.4 Put dimensions on oblique drawing.



4 Prepare the drawing conventions of thread fastening devices.
4.1 Draw the threads showing terminologies.
4.2 Draw different types of screw thread profile with correct proportions.
4.3 Draw the square/hexagonal headed bolt and nut with proper proportions 
showing 

conventional and simplified thread form. 

5 Prepare the drawings of riveted and welded components.
5.1 Draw the riveted and welded components using conventions and 
symbols.
5.2 Draw a complete set of riveted joint and welded joint.

6 Develop the drawing of an electrical distribution line structure.

6.1 Draw the elevation, plan and section of a tubular steel pole used in LT 
distribution line.

6.2 Draw the elevation, plan and section of a concrete pole (RCC/PCC) of the 
following cross sections.
 Circular
 I-shaped
 Rectangular

6.3 Draw the elevation plan and section of a wooden pole used in rural 
electrification.

7 Construct the symbols for the equipment, fittings and fixtures commonly 
used in electrical installations.

7.1 Draw the symbols for the following fittings and fixtures commonly used in 
electrical installation.

 Lamp (incandescent, 
fluorescent)

 Choke coil

 Lamp outlet  Starter (for tube light)

 Ceiling rose  Cartridge fuse

 Socket outlet  Power outlet

(2-pin & 3-pin)  Calling bell

 Single way switch  MCB

 Two way switch  MCCB

 Intermediate switch  Magnetic contactor

 TP switch  Indicating lamp

 Change over switch  Earthing

 Ceiling fan Micro switch

 Fan regulator  Exhaust fan

 Combined switched socket  Renewable fuse

 Distribution board  Sub distribution board

Draw the symbols for the following equipment used in electrical installation.

 OCB/VCB/CB  Relay



 Transformer  Battery

 Motor (DC, AC)  Limit switch

(3-phase & 1-phase)  Rectifier unit

 Generator  Isolator

 Motor starter  Lightning arrestor

8 Develop the drawing of insulators used in transmission and distribution 
line.
8.1 Draw the elevation, plan and section of a standard suspension type 

insulator.
8.2 Draw the elevation, plan and section of a 11 KV pin type insulator.
8.3 Draw the elevation plan and section of a shakle insulator used in LT 

distribution line.

9 Develop the plan of a pole mounted sub-station.
9.1 Draw the plan of a H-type pole structure.
9.2 Draw a transformer on the middle limb of the structure.
9.3 Sketch the dropout fuses on the top of the transformer.
9.4 Show the gang operated (GO) switch.
9.5 Show the incoming and outgoing lines.

10 Develop the drawing of a LT distribution line (11KV/0.4KV)
10.1 Draw the layout plan of a LT distribution line.
10.2 Draw the section of a pole showing the conductors.
10.3 Identify the line, neutral, earth and street lighting conductors.

11 Construct an electrical layout diagram and circuit diagram of a residential 
building.
11.1 Draw a layout diagram of a small residential building.
11.2 Show the electrical fittings and fixtures on the layout plan.
11.3 Show the switch boards, distribution boards, energy meter and protective 

devices in the section plan.
11.4 Sketch the section of the distribution board. 
11.5 Sketch the section of a switch board.

12. Set up the drawing environment and drawing aids.
12.1 Start an ECAD Package and identify the different areas of ECAD screen. 
12.2 Identify the menu bar, toolbar, drawing area and special windows for    

circuit simulation and testing purpose.
12.3 Familiarize with tools, toolkits and buttons (such as arrow, wire, text, 

delete etc)
12.4 Familiarize with workspace, conventions, preferences, shortcuts and 

hotkeys.
12.5 Place components such as resistors, transistors, power supply etc.
12.6 Save the drawing environment.
12.7 Exit from the ECAD package. 

13. Draw and edit schematic Circuits.
13.1 Place devices (such as resistors, transistors, IC, power supply, grounds 

etc) in the 
workspace.

13.2 Reposition devices.
13.3 Edit devices with values and parameters. 



13.4 Delete devices (if necessary).
13.5 Wire devices together.

14. Analyze a schematic Circuit.
14.1 Familiarize device meters, value sliders, goal seeker and circuit analyzer.
14.2 Add device meter to circuit diagram and set device meter values.
14.3 View Circuit voltage and current or digital logic level.
14.4 Change a device value and quickly analyze the circuit.
14.5 Perform DC and AC analysis of the circuit using circuit 

analyzer/oscilloscope.
14.6 Generate and print a frequency response graph.
14.7 Perform Digital analysis of a digital circuit.
14.8 Generate logic level graphs by using digital clock and oscilloscope.

15. Organize the drawing information on layers.  
15.1 Identify the layer control options.
15.2 Create and name the layers.
15.3 Make the layer current and control layer visibility.
15.4 Freeze, lock and unlock the layers.
15.5 Set the layer color & line type.

-END-



Subject: Advanced Electronics T P C
Subject code: 6845 3 3 4

1. Understand the concept of Uni-junction Transistor (UJT).

Describe the Construction and operation of UJT.
Sketch the UJT equivalent CKT and Explain.
Define intrinsic stand off ratio.
Explain the operation of a UJT Relaxation Oscillator.
Explain the operation of UJT controlled SCR time Delay CKT.

2. Understand the concept of Silicon Controlled Rectifier(SCR)

Define Thyristor.
Mention the types of thyristor.
Describe the construction and operation of SCR.
Describe the I-V Characteristics of SCR.
Explain the operation of SCR using two Transistor equivalent CKT.
Derive the Equation for anode current.
Explain how to turn on & off of SCR.
Define Various Parameters and mention the ratings of SCR.
Draw the circuit diagram of Automatic battary chargar and explain.

3. Understand the concept of Controlled Rectifier.

Mention the types of controlled Rectifier.
Describe the operation of half wave controlled rectifier using SCR for resistive and inductive load with 

wave shape.
Derive the equation for load current and voltage of half wave controlled rectifier for resistive and 

inductive load.
Analyze the operation of single phase full wave mid point controlled, rectifier half controlled & full 

controlled bridge rectifier with wave shapes.
Derive the Equation for load Current & voltage of  Full Wave Rectifier.
Draw the circuit and explain the oparation of (a) Illumination CKT (b) speed controlled of DC & AC 

motors.

4. Understand the concept of Programmable Uni-junction Transistor (PUT).

Describe the constraction and operation of the PUT.
State how to set the trigger voltage of PUT.
Explain the difference between a PUT & UJT.
Analyze the operation of a PUT as relaxation oscillator.

5. Understand the concept Of DIAC & TRIAC.

Describe the constraction & operation of DIAC.
Explain the I-V characteristics curve of DIAC.
Describe the constraction of TRIAC.
Explain the oparation of equivalent ckt of TRIAC.
Explain the triggering modes of TRIAC.
Describe the characteristics curve of the TRIAC.
Analyze the operation of TRIAC firing ckt using DIAC & UJT.
Analyze the operation of a TRIAC phase control, Lamp dimmer & Heat Control circuit.



6. Understand the features of wave shaping Circuits.

Mention the types of wave shaping circuit.
Discribe the principles of RC & RL differentiating and integrating circuit.
Analyze the output wave for various input wave shapes of differentiating & integrating circuit.
Explain the operation of various Clippers by PN junction Diode bias, Zener Diode & Transistor.
Describe the operation of Diode Clamping circuit.
Describe the operating principle of Astable multivibrator using Transistor.
Describe the operating principle of Monostable multivibrator using Transistor.
Describe the operating principle of Bistable multivibrator using Transistor.
Discribe the uses and Applications of Bistable Multivibrator.

7. Understand the features of integrated circuit (IC)

7.1 Define IC.
7.2 List the Advantages and Limitation of IC’s.
7.3 Mention the scale of Integration.
7.4 Identify the types of Integrated CKT.
7.5 Describe the fabrication monolithic IC.
7.6 Describe the fabrication Integrated CKT components

Resistor, Capacitor, BJT & FET.

8. Understand the features of operational Amplifier (op-amp)

State the basic principle of Oparational Amplifier.
Analyze the Equivalent circuit of Oparational Amplifier.
State the golden rule and virtual ground of Oparational Amplifier.
List the characteristics of an ideal Oparational Amplifier.
Describe the input & output impedance, input offset voltage, input bias current, input offset current, 

common mode input voltage range, open loop voltage gain, common mode rejection ratio, slew rate, 
frequency response  and unity gain bandwidth.

Explain the operation of Oparational Amplifier as inverter, scale changer, unity follower, comparator, 
phase shifter, adder, subtractor, differentiator, integrator, ramp generator, multi-channel amplifier and 
filters.

9. Understand the features of Advance Power Switching devices.

9.1 Describe the construction of GTO, IGBT, MCT, SIT, SITH & LASCR.
9.2 Explain the principles of operation of  GTO, IGBT, MCT, SIT, SITH & LASCR.
9.3 Mention the V-I characteristics of GTO, IGBT, MCT, SIT, SITH & LASCR.
9.4 List the application of various power switching devices.

10. Understand the feature of photo- resistor, diode & transistors.

10.1 Describe the basic structure of photo resistors, photo diodes & Photo transistor.
10.2 Explain the operating principle of photo resistors, diodes & transistors.
10.3 Explain the V-I characteristics of photo resistors, photo diodes & photo transistors.
10.4 Explain a block diagram showing how photo detectors used in speed measuring system.
10.5 Explain the operation of photo Diode switching  circuit.
10.6 Explain the operation of photo transistor switching circuit.
10.7 List typical applications of photo resistors, photo diodes & photo transistors.

12. Understand the concept of Flip-Flop, Encoder, Decoder, Multiplexer, De-Multiplexer, 
A/D & D/A Conversion, Digital Display



Explain the working principle of J-K Flip-Flop with timing diagram & truth table.
Explain the working principle of D-type Flip-Flop with timing diagram & truth table.
Explain the working principle of Master-Slave Flip-Flop with timing diagram & truth table.
Define and Discuss the application of Multiplexer & De-Multiplexer.
Define and Discuss the application of shift resistor with proper CKT diagram.
Define and Discuss the application of Binary counters with proper CKT diagram.
Describe the process of D/A Conversion.
Describe the process of A/D Conversion.
Briefly Explain the constructional Details and working principles of LED & LCD Digital Display.

13. Understand the concept of Microprocessor, Microcontroller & PLC.

Explain the Microprocessor & Microcontroller.
Describe the microcontroller with block diagram.
Describe the technique of interface to microprocessor controller.
Describe the operation or PLC.
Describe the mathod of connection of input/output device with PLC.
Describe the control function of PLC controlled system.

Practical:
1. Study the characteristics curve of UJT. 

1.1 Select an appropriate experiment CKT, required materials, tools and equipments.
1.2 Connect the CKT as per diagram with meters.
1.3 Check the CKT and switch on the power supply.
1.4 Record the data for I-V curve.
1.5 Plot the curve.

  2. Study the characteristics curve of  SCR.

2.1 Select an appropriate CKT, required tools equipments & materials.
2.2 Connect the CKT as per diagram with meters.
2.3 Switch on the power supply & make proper adjustments.
2.4 Set the gate control at minimum & observe the breakdown voltage   for I-V 

characteristics.
2.5 Increase gate current in steps & observe the breakdown voltage.
2.6 Plot the I-V characteristics curve.
2.7 Compare different curve and breakdown voltage.

3. Study the operation of a single phase controlled rectifier using SCR.

select an appropriate experiment CKT.
Select required tools, equipment and materials.
Connect the ckt as per diagram with oscilloscope.
Check the connection and switch on the power supply.
Observe the wave shapes at relevant points of the CKT.

     
4. Study the characteristics curve of DIAC.

Select an appropriate CKT, required tools equipments & materials.
Connect the CKT as per diagram with meters.
Check the CKT and switch on the power supply.
Record the data for I-V curve.
Plot the curve.



5. Study the operation of a RC differentiating CKT.

Select a RC differentiating CKT.
Select required tools, equipment and materials.
Connect the CKT as per diagram with CRO.
Switch on the power supply.
Adjust the signal frequency for the differentiating CKT.
Observe the output wave for different input wave shape on CRO screen.

6. Study the operation of a RC integrating circuit.

Select a RC differentiating CKT.
Select required tools, equipment and materials.
Connect the CKT as per diagram with CRO.
Switch on the power supply.
Adjust the signal frequency for the differentiating CKT.
Observe the output wave for different input wave shape on CRO screen.

7. Study the operation of positive and negative peak clipping of a sine wave using diode.

Select the require CKT.
Select the associate equipment and materials.
Buildup the circuit for required wave shapes.
Switch on the power supply.
Observe the output on CRO screen.

8. Study the operation of a clamping circuit.

Select the require CKT.
Select the associate equipment and materials.
Buildup the circuit for required wave shapes.
Switch on the power supply.
Observe the output on CRO screen.

9. Study the operation of op-amp (for IC 741) as inverting and non   inverting amplifier, 
adder, comparator, buffer and subtractor.

Select the require CKT.
Select the associate equipment and materials.
Buildup the circuit for required wave shapes.
Switch on the power supply.
Observe the output wave for different input wave shape on CRO screen.

10. Study  the operation of encoder.

select an appropriate ICs.
Draw the pin diagram and internal connection.
Draw appropriate ckt.
Select required tools, equipment and materials.
Connect the CKT as per diagram.

11. Study  the operation of decoder.



Select an appropriate ICs.
Draw the pin diagram and internal connection.
Draw appropriate ckt.
Select required tools, equipment and materials.
Connect the CKT as per diagram.
Swicth on the dc power supply.
Verify the truth tables.

12. Study  the operation of multiplexer.

Select an appropriate ICs.
Draw the pin diagram and internal connection.
Draw appropriate ckt.
Select required tools, equipment and materials.
Connect the CKT as per diagram.
Swicth on the dc power supply.
Verify the truth tables.

13. Study  the operation of demultiplexer.

Select an appropriate ICs.
Draw the pin diagram and internal connection.
Draw appropriate ckt.
Select required tools, equipment and materials.
Connect the CKT as per diagram.
Swicth on the dc power supply.
Verify the truth tables.

14. Study & Verify the truth table of different j-k flip flops.

Select an appropriate ICs.
Draw the pin diagram and internal connection.
Draw appropriate ckt.
Select required tools, equipment and materials.
Connect the CKT as per diagram.
Swicth on the dc power supply.
Verify the truth tables.

15. Study & Verify the truth table of different D flip flops.

Select an appropriate ICs.
Draw the pin diagram and internal connection.
Draw appropriate ckt.
Select required tools, equipment and materials.
Connect the CKT as per diagram.
Swicth on the dc power supply.
Verify the truth tables.

16. Study the operation of a Illumination CKT.

16.1 Select an appropriate experiment CKT.
16.2 Select required tools, equipment and materials.
16.3 Connect the ckt as per diagram.
16.4 Check the connection and switch on the power supply.
16.5 Adjust the POT and observe the illumination.



Reference Books:
1. Power Electronics Ckts Devices and Applications (3rd Edition) by Muhammad H. Rashid

2. Electronics and Radio Engineering by M.L Gupta

3. Industrial And Power Electronics by G.K Mithal and Dr. Manesha Gupta

4. Principle of Electronics by V.K Mehta

5. Power Electronics by Dr. P.S Bimbhra

6. Electronic Devices & Circuits(Applied Electronics by K.G MITHAL, Vol-1)

7. Electronic Devices & Circuit Theory(9Th Edition) by Robert L. Boylestad, Louis Nashelsky. 

8. Electronic Devices & Circuits by Millman Halkis

9. Digital Computer Electronics(3Rd Edition) by Malvino, Brown

10. Electronic principle (7th Edition) by Albert Malvino D.J Bats)

11.Modern digital electronics (3rd edition) by R.P Jain



5941  APPLIED MATHEMATICS
T P C

    3     3     4

AIMS
 To be able to apply differentiation, differential operator and vector integration in 

finding length, area, volume and different terms of science & technology.
 To be able to use the knowledge of stokes theorem to transfer the volume 

integration into line integration.
 To enable to apply knowledge of differential calculus in solving minimum cost of 

production, maximum bending moment, rate of flow of liquids, efficiency when 
motor does maximum work.

 To be able to use the knowledge of differential equation to solve the problems of
SHM, fluid mechanics, strength of materials, work, energy, power, impedance, 
reactance, hydro-dynamics and velocity of a particle in space.

 To use the knowledge of Laplace transformation to solve the boundary differential 
equations and to find the impedance and reactance of the electric circuit.

SHORT DESCRIPTION

Vector : Vector differentiation; Vector differential operator; Vector integration; Green’s theorem;
Gauss divergence theorem and Stokes theorem.

Calculus: Tangent and normal; Maximum and minimum; Special types of integration;

              Reduction formula.

Differential Equation: Solution of first degree and first order differential equations; First degree 
and second order differential equations; Fourier’s series, Laplace transformation. 

DETAIL DESCRIPTION

Vector :

1. Understand vector differentiation.
1.1 Explain the differentiation of Vectors.
1.2 Differentiate the vector function using 

i) General rules of differentiation.
ii) General rules of partial differentiation.

1.3 Solve the problems related to vector differentiation.

2. Understand the vector differential operator.
2.1 Define vector differential operator.



2.2 Define gradient, divergence and curl.
2.3 Mention the formulae involving vector differential operator.
2.4 Solve the problems related to vector differential operator, gradient, 

divergence and curl.

3. Understand vector integration.
3.1 Interpret the following vector integration :

i) The line integral.
ii) The surface integral.
iii) The volume integral.

3.2 Solve problems related to vector integration.

4. Understand the theorems of vector integration.
4.1 State Greens theorem in the plane.
4.2 Express the proof of Green’s theorem.
4.3 State Gauss divergence theorem.
4.4 Express the proof of Gauss divergence theorem.
4.5 State and prove Stokes theorem.
4.6 Solve simple problems using Gauss divergence theorem and Stokes 

theorem.
Calculus :

5 Apply the concept of tangent and normal to a curve in solving problems.
5.1 Deduce the equation of tangent and normal in the form:

i)  Y - y = 
dy
dx (X - x)       ii) (X - x) + (Y - y) 

dy
dx =0

5.2 Find the formula for angle between two curves.
5.3 Define sub-tangent and sub-normal.
5.4 Find the length of sub-tangent and sub-normal .
5.5 Solve the problems involving tangent, normal, sub-tangent and sub-

normal.

6 Apply the knowledge of derivatives in finding the maximum and minimum values 
of a function.
6.1 Define increasing and decreasing function.
6.2 Understand the maximum and minimum values of a function.
6.3 Discuss the working rule to find the maximum and minimum values 

of a function.
6.4 Solve the problems involving maximum and minimum values.

7. To perform the special types of integration.
7.1 Integrate of the following form :

  (i) 
 cbxax

dx
2

                   (ii)  
 cbxax

dx

2

(iii) dxcbxax2            (iv)   dcx)bax(

dx
         

(v) 
 cbxax)bax(

dx

2
       (vi) 




dx

cbxax

qpx
2



8. Understand the reduction formula.
8.1 Express the deduction of reduction formula for

i)  dxxsin n ii)  dxxcosn

iii)  dxex nn iv) ,dxxcosx n   when n is even and when n is odd.

8.2 Obtain reduction formula for  dxxcosxsin nm

8.3 Solve problems related to reduction formula.

Differential equation:
9. Understand differential equation of first order and first degree.

9.1 Define order and degree of differential equation.
9.2 Solve the following forms of differential equations.

i)  Variable separable. 
ii)  Homogeneous equation.
iii) Exact equations.
iv)  Linear equations.

10. Understand second order differential equation.
10.1 Solve linear equations with constant co-efficient.
10.2 Solve linear equations with variable co-efficient.

10.3 Solve the differential equation of the form )x(fy)D(f 

11. Understand Fourier's theorem.
11.1 State Fourier's theorem in the form  
           y=f(x)=Ao+A1sinx+A2sin2x+.........+Ansinnx
                      +B1cosx+B2cos2x+........+Bncosnx.
11.2 Determine the co-efficient of Fourier's series.

11.3 Solve simple problems using Fourier's series.

12         Understand Laplace transformation.

10.3 Define Laplace transformation in the form F (s) = 
 
0

st dte)l(f

12.2 Express the deduction of Laplace transformation of the following
functions :

      i) constant (ii)  t       (iii)  tn        (iv) ate        

(v) sin at      (vi) cos at    (vii) nat te (viii) tat bsine

(ix) btcoseat   (x) sin h at   (xi) cos h at
12.3 Find the  Laplace transformation of

                    (i) )t(f         (ii) )t(f            (iii) )t(f 
12.4 Define inverse Laplace transformation.
12.5 Solve second order differential equation with the help of Laplace
        transformation.
12.6 Solve problems related to Laplace transformation and inverse Laplace 
      transformation



5821 SOCIAL SCIENCE – II
(BANGLADESH : HISTORY & CULTURE)

T P C
2 0 2

D‡Ïk¨ 
 cÙv-†gNbv-hgybv eØxc Aayy¨wlZ †fŠ‡MvwjK  AÂ‡j ev½vjx mgvR MVb Ges bvbv HwZnvwmK weeZ©‡bi ch©vq †cwi‡q MwVZ 

AvaywbK evsjv‡`k m¤ú‡K©  wk¶v_©x‡`i h_v_© AeMZ Kiv‡bv Ges Zv‡`i mwVK †eva m„wóKiY|
 cÖvK…wZK I A_©‰bwZK KvVv‡gvi cwigÛ‡j evsjv‡`‡ki mvs¯‹…wZK weKv‡ki mv‡_ wk¶v_©x‡`i D¾xweZ K‡i evsjv‡`‡ki †hvM¨ 

I cwikxwjZ bvMwiK wnmv‡e h_v_© weKwkZKiY|

msw¶ß weeiYx



BwZnvm

 BwZnv‡mi msÁv|

 evsjv‡`‡ki  AvenvIqv I Awaevmx|

 cÖv‰MwZnvwmK I cÖvPxbKv‡j evsjv‡`k |

 evsjvq gymjgvb‡`i AvMgb, cÖwZôvjvf I kvmb   LjRx I ZzK©x kvm‡b evsjvq ¯^vaxb myjZvbx cÖwZôv; evsjv‡`‡k kvnx 
Avgj, AvdMvb I †gvNj Avg‡j evsjvi kvmb|

 evsjvq BD‡ivcxq ewYK‡`i AvMgb; bevex Avg‡j evsjvi kvmb e¨e¯’v; evsjvq Bs‡iR kvmb ¶gZv jvf I  cÖwZôv|

 weªwUk we‡ivax mk¯¿ cÖwZ‡iva Av‡›`vjb; ms¯‹vi Av‡›`vjb I RvZxqZvev‡`i weKvk Ges evsjvi beRvMiY; e½f½ I e½f½ 
DËiKv‡j evsjvi ivRbxwZ I †`k wefvM|

 cvwK¯Ívb Avg‡j evsjv‡`k Ges evsjv‡`‡ki gyw³ msMÖvg I hy×|

ms¯‹…wZ 

ms¯‹…wZi msÁv, Avw`hy‡M evsjvi mgvR-ms¯‹…wZi iƒc‡iLv, myjZvbx, †gvNj I bevex Avg‡ji evsjvi mgvR ms¯‹…wZ; Bs‡iR Avg‡j evsjvi 
mgvR I ms¯‹…wZ|
iex›`ª I bRi“j hyM Ges iex›`ª I bRi“j DËi evsjvi mgvR I ms¯‹…wZ; cvwK¯Ívb Avg‡j evsjv‡`‡ki mvs¯‹…wZK iƒc‡iLv; 
¯^vaxbZvDËi evsjv‡`‡ki ms¯‹…wZ|

wek` weeiYx

BwZnvm
1. BwZnv‡mi msÁv, cÖv‰MwZnvwmK Avg‡ji evsjv‡`k Ges evsjv‡`‡ki AvenvIqv I Awaevmx m¤ú‡K© AeMZ nIqv|

1.1 BwZnv‡mi msÁv cÖ`vb|
1.2 evsjv‡`‡ki cÖvPxb Rbc` D‡jL Kiv|
1.3 e½ ev evsjv bv‡gi DrcwË e¨vL¨v Kiv|
1.4 e‡½i mxgv‡iLv wPwýZ Kiv|
1.5 evsjvi AvenvIqv I Gi Awaevmx‡`i Pwi‡Î AvenvIqvi cÖfve wee„Z  Kiv|
1.6 cÖv‰MwZnvwmK I cÖvPxb evsjvi Av_©mvgvwRK e¨e¯’v eY©bv Kiv|

2. evsjv‡`‡k ¸ß, ivRv kkv¼, cvj I gymwjg kvmb m¤ú‡K© AeMZ nIqv|
2.1 ¸ß kvmb Avg‡j evsjvi kvmbe¨e¯’v eY©bv Kiv|
2.2 ivRv kkv‡¼i ivR¨ weRq I kvmb eY©bv Kiv|
2.3 evsjvi AivRKZv I wnD‡qbmvs Gi Avg‡j evsjvi Ae¯’v eY©bv Kiv|
2.4 †Mvcvj KZ©„K AivRKZvi Aemvb NUv‡bvi K…wZ‡Z¡i eY©bv Kiv|
2.5 evsjv‡`‡k gymjgvb‡`i AvMgb I eLwZqvi LjRxi evsjv weRq eY©bv Kiv|
2.6 evsjv‡`‡k ¯^vaxb myjZvbx kvmb cÖwZôvq kvgQywÏb Bwjqvk kvTxi K…wZZ¡ eY©bv Kiv|
2.7 evsjvq †gvNj kvm‡bi BwZe„Ë e¨vL¨v Kiv|
2.8 1757 mv‡ji cjvkxi hy‡×i KviY, NUbv I djvdj eY©bv Kiv|

3. cjvkxhy× cieZ©x Ae¯’vq B÷ BwÛqv †Kv¤úvbxi AvwacZ¨ we¯Ívi m¤ú‡K© © ÁvZ nIqv|
3.1 †`Iqvbx, ‰ØZkvmb I evsjvi `ywf©¶ eY©bv Kiv|
3.2 Bs‡iR‡`i wPi¯’vqx e‡›`ve¯Í Ges Gi djvdj eY©bv Kiv|
3.3 evsjv‡`‡k Rwg`vi, cÖRve¨e¯’v cÖwZôv Ges Av_©-mvgvwRK e¨e¯’vq Rwg`vi‡`i f‚wgKv I cÖRvKz‡ji mvwe©K Ae¯’v 

D‡jL Kiv|
3.4 1905 mv‡ji e½f½ Av‡›`vjb I djvdj e¨L¨v Kiv|
3.5 nvRx kixqZ Djvni div‡qRx Av‡›`vjb I Gi djvdj e¨L¨v Kiv| 

4. e½f½DËi ivRbxwZ I †`k wefvM m¤ú‡K© © AewnZ nIqv|
4.1 1937 Gi wbe©vPb I Gi ˆewkó¨ D‡jL Kiv|
4.2 jv‡nvi cÖ¯Íve e¨³ Kiv|



4.3 1943 Gi evsjvi `ywf©‡¶i KviY I Gi c~e©vci Ae¯’v D‡jL Kiv|
4.4 cvwK¯Ív‡bi c~e©vÂj wnmv‡e 1947 mv‡j c~e© cvwK¯Ív‡bi cÖwZôv e¨vL¨v Kiv|

5. cvwK¯Ívb Avg‡j evsjv‡`‡ki (ZrKvjxb c~e© cvwK¯Ívb)  ivRbxwZ, A_©bxwZ I mvgvwRK Ae¯’v m¤ú‡K© AeMZ nIqv|
5.1 fvlv Av‡›`vjb I mgKvjxb ivR‰bwZK I mvgvwRK †cÖw¶Z e¨³ Kiv|
5.2 AvIqvgxjxM cÖwZôv, hy³d«›U I 21 `dv `vexi wfwË‡Z wbe©vPb Abyôvb Ges hy³d«‡›Ui gwš¿mfv MVb I evwZj 

Av‡jvPbv Kiv|
5.3 cvwK¯Ív‡bi mvgwiK Afz¨Ìvb, AvBqye we‡ivax Av‡›`vjb I 6 `dv `vex, AvMiZjv lohš¿ gvgjvi BwZe„Ë eY©bv Kiv 

Ges c~e©-cwðg cvwK¯Ív‡bi A_©‰bwZK ˆel‡g¨i LwZqvb D‡jL Kiv|
5.4 1969 mv‡ji MYAfz¨Ìvb Ges Gi avivevwnKZvq evsjv‡`‡ki gyw³hy× I ¯^vaxb mve©‡fŠg evsjv‡`k cÖwZôv Kivi 

cUf~wg I NUbv cÖevn eY©bv Kiv|
5.5 1971 mv‡ji HwZnvwmK gyw³hy× Ges ¯^vaxb mve©‡fŠg evsjv‡`‡ki Afz¨`q eY©bv Kiv|

6. ¯^vaxb mve©‡fŠg evsjv‡`‡ki ivRbxwZ I Av_©-mvgvwRK Ae¯’v m¤ú‡K© AeMZ nIqv|
6.1 hy‡×vËi ¯^vaxb mve©‡fŠg evsjv‡`‡ki Av_©-mvgvwRK cybM©Vb Kg©ZrciZv eY©bv Kiv|
6.2 1973 mv‡ji wbe©vPb Ges 1974 mv‡j msweav‡bi 4_© ms‡kvabxi gva¨‡g miKvi c×wZi cwieZ©b e¨³ Kiv|
6.3 1975 mv‡ji 15 AvM÷ RvwZi RbK e½eÜz †kL gywReyi ingvb -Gi kvnv`vZ eiY Ges ivR‰bwZK cUcwieZ©b|
6.4 1981 mv‡j ivóªcwZ wRqvDi ingv‡bi kvnv`vZ eiY, 1982 mv‡ji mvgwiK Afz¨Ìvb Ges ivR‰bwZK cUf‚wg 

cwieZ©b|
6.5 1990 mv‡j Gikv` miKv‡ii cZb Ges ZË¡veavqK miKvi c×wZ Abyms‡M 1991 m‡bi wbe©vPb Ges MYZvwš¿K 

Abykxj‡bi m~Pbv|

ms¯‹…wZ
7. ms¯‹…wZi msÁv Ges cÖvPxb I ga¨hyMxq evsjvi ms¯‹…wZ I mvwnZ¨ PP©v m¤ú‡K© AeMZ nIqv|

7.1 ms¯‹…wZi msÁv `vb|
7.2 cÖvPxb evsjvi fvlv mvwnZ¨ I ms¯‹…wZi iƒc‡iLv eY©bv Kiv|
7.3 ev½vjx ms¯‹…wZ wbg©v‡Y gwm©qv I cyuw_ mvwn‡Z¨i cÖfve eY©bv Kiv|

8. AvaywbK hy‡M evsjv‡`‡ki ms¯‹…wZ I evsjvfvlvi AvaywbK iƒcjvf m¤ú‡K© AeMZ nIqv|
8.1 Bs‡iR kvmb Avg‡j mvgvwRK Kzms¯‹vi `~ixKi‡Y (m¨vi ˆmq` Avng`, ˆmq` Avgxi Avjx I ivRv ivg‡gvnb ivq) 

Gi Avwef©ve Ges Zv‡`i Kg©ZrciZv e¨vL¨v Kiv|
8.2 K¨vwi mv‡ne Ges †dvU© DBwjqvg K‡jR/ms¯‹…Z K‡jR ¯’vc‡bi gva¨‡g evsjvi bZzb ms¯‹…wZi iƒcjvf eY©bv Kiv|
8.3 Bs‡iR‡`i wk¶vbxwZ cÖeZ©b e¨vL¨v Kiv Ges KwjKvZv wek¦we`¨vjq I Bmjvwgqv gv`ªvmv ¯’vc‡bi gva¨‡g evsjvi 

ms¯‹…wZi weKvk e¨³ Kiv |
8.4 XvKv wek¦we`¨vjq  cÖwZôvi BwZe„Ë e¨vL¨v Kiv|

9. 1947 Gi †`k wefvM I mvs¯‹…wZK Ae¯’vi cwieZ©b m¤ú‡K© AeMZ nIqv|
9.1 ZrKvjxb c~e© cvwK¯Ív‡bi ZgyÏyb gRwj‡mi f‚wgKv D‡jL Kiv|
9.2 1952 mv‡ji fvlv Av‡›`vj‡bi mvs¯‹…wZK ¸i“Z¡  D‡jL Kiv|
9.3 XvKv †Kw›`ªK wkíx-mvwnwZ¨K‡`i evsMvjx ms¯‹…wZ wewbg©v‡Yi f‚wgKv cvjb D‡jL Kiv|
9.4 Õ69 Gi MY Av‡›`vj‡b mvs¯‹…wZK Kg©x‡`i f‚wgKv  D‡jL Kiv|
9.5 evOjv GKv‡Wgxi cÖwZôv Ges evsjv fvlv I mvwn‡Z¨ Gi f~wgKv D‡jL Kiv|
9.6 AvšÍR©vwZK gvZ…fvlv w`em wn‡m‡e 21 †deª“qvwii Zvrch© e¨³ Kiv|
9.7 fvlv, wkí mvwnZ¨ PP©vq msev`cÎ I B‡jKUªwbK wgwWqvi f‚wgKv D‡jL Kiv|

10. ms¯‹…wZi Dci MÖvgxY A_©bxwZi cÖfve AeMZ nIqv|
10.1 ZuvZ wkí I gmwjb Drcv`‡bi BwZe„Ë e¨vL¨v Kiv|
10.2 cvU  Pv‡li A_©‰bwZK cÖfve e¨³ Kiv|
10.3 ev½vjx ms¯‹…wZi Ask wn‡m‡e `y»RvZ wgóvbœ mvgMÖxi (wgwó, gvLb, `wa, wcVv-cywj cÖf…wZ)  cÖfve e¨³ Kiv|
10.4 †`kxq †gjv I cve©‡bi mvs¯‹…wZK ¸i“Z¡ e¨vL¨v Kiv|
10.5 MÖvgxY †ckvRxwe‡`i (Kvgvi, Kzgvi, ZuvZx, †R‡j, QyZvi, BZ¨vẁ ) mvs ‹̄…wZK ¸i“Z¡ e v̈L v̈ Kiv|



11. evsjv‡`‡ki ms ‹̄…wZ‡Z Avẁ evmx ms ‹̄…wZ I cÖZœ ZvwË¡K wb`k©‡bi Ae`vb m¤ú‡K© AeMZ nIqv|
11.1 evsjv‡`‡ki Avw`evmx m¤ú‡K© D‡jL Kiv|
11.2 evsjv‡`‡ki ms ‹̄…wZ‡Z Mv‡ov, ivLvBb, mvIZvj, PvKgv Avw`evmx‡`i ms ‹̄…wZK Ae`vb e¨L v̈ Kiv| 
11.3 evsjv‡`‡ki cÖvPxb ms ‹̄…wZi HwZn¨ wnmv‡e gnv ’̄vbMo, gqbvgwZ I cvnvocy‡ii cÖZœZvwË¡K wb`k©‡bi eY©bv v̀b|

mnvqK cy¯ÍK

iwng, †PŠayix, gvngy` I Bmjvg, Òevsjv‡`‡ki BwZnvm (cwiewa©Z I cwigvwR©Z)Ó ; bI‡ivR wKZvwe¯Ívb, AvM÷, 1999|
†K, Avjx Òevsjv‡`‡ki BwZnvmÓ; AvwRwRqv eyK wW‡cv, 2001|
wmivRyj Bmjvg, Òevsjv‡`‡ki BwZnvm-1704-1971Ó; 1g, 2q I 3q LÛ; 

evsjv‡`k GwkqvwUK †mvmvBwU, †deª“qvwi 2000|
†Kv-Av‡šÍvbfv, wcÖ, K‡Zvfw®‹, ÒfviZe‡l©i BwZnvmÓ; cÖMwZ cÖKvkb, 1988|
†Mvcvj nvj`vi; Òms¯‹…wZi iƒcvšÍiÓ; gy³aviv, †g 1984|
†gvZv‡ni †nv‡mb †PŠayix, Òms¯‹…wZ K_vÓ; bI‡ivR wKZvwe¯Ívb, Rvbyqvwi 1998|
†Mvcvj nvj`vi, Òevsjv mvwn‡Z¨i iƒc‡iLv-1g I 2q LÛÓ; gy³aviv, RyjvB 1978|
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AIMS

 To be able to understand the basic concepts and principles of business 
organization.

 To be able to understand the banking system.
 To be able to understand the trade system and stock exchange activities in 

Bangladesh. 
 To be able to understand the basic concepts of communication and its types, 

methods.
 to be able to perform in writing , application for job, complain letter & tender 

notice.

SHORT DESCRIPTION 

Principles and objects of business organization; Formation of business organization; 
Banking system and its operation; Negotiable instrument; Stock Exchange; Home trade 
and foreign trade.  
Basic concepts of communication Communication model& feedback; Types of communication; 
Methods of communication; Formal & informal communication; Essentials of communication; 
Report writing; Office management; Communication through correspondence; Official and semi-
official letters.

DETAIL  DESCRIPTION 

1 Understand business organization.
1.1 Define business.
1.2 Mention the objects of business.
1.3 Define business organization.
1.4 State the function of business organization.

2 Understand the formation of business organization. 
2.1 Define sole proprietorship, partnership, joint stock company. and co-

operative
2.2 Describe the formation of sole proprietorship, partnership , joint stock 

company, & co operative.
2.3 Mention the advantages and disadvantages of proprietorship, partnership 

and joint stock company.
2.4 State the principles of Co operative & various types of Co operative.  
2.5 Discuss the role of co-operative society in Bangladesh.



3 Understand the banking system and negotiable instrument.
3.1 Define bank.
3.2 State the service rendered by bank.
3.3 Describe the classification of bank in Bangladesh.
3.4 State the functions of Bangladesh Bank in controlling money market.
3.5 State the functions of commercial Bank in Bangladesh
3.6 Mention different types of account operated in a bank.
3.7 Mention how different types of bank accounts are opened and operated.
3.8 Define negotiable instrument.
3.9 Discuss various types of negotiable instrument.
3.10 Describe different types of cheque. 
3.11 Define letter of credit.

4 Understand the home & foreign trade
4.1 Define home trade & foreign trade.
4.2 Describe types of home trade. 
4.3 Differentiate between whole sale trade and retail trade.
4.4 Define foreign trade.
4.5 Mention the advantages and disadvantages of foreign trade.
4.6 Mention the classification of foreign trade.
4.7 Discuss the import procedure & exporting procedure.
4.8 Discuss the importance of foreign trade in the economy of Bangladesh. 

5 Understand the basic concepts of communication 
5.1 Define communication & business communication.
5.2 Describe the scope of business communication.
5.3 State the objectives of business communication.
5.4 Discuss the essential elements of communication process.

6 Understand the communication model and feedback.
6.1 Define communication model.
6.2 State the business functions of communication model.
6.3 Define feedback .
6.4 State the basic principles of effective feedback.
6.5 Explain the essential feedback to complete communication process.

7 Understand the types of communication.
7.1 Explain the different types of communication.
7.2 Distinguish between upward and downward communication.
7.3 Define two-way communication.
7.4 Describe the advantages and disadvantages of two-way communication.
7.5 Define formal & informal communication.
7.6 Describe the advantages and disadvantages of formal & informal 

communication.
7.7 Distinguish between formal and informal communication.

8 Understand the methods of communication.
8.1 Define communication method.
8.2 Discuss the various methods of communication.
8.3 Describe the advantages and disadvantages of oral communication.
8.4 Describe the advantages and disadvantages of written communication.



8.5 Distinguish between oral and written communication.

9 Understand the essentials of communication.
9.1 Discuss the essential feature of good communication.
9.2 Describe the barriers of communication.
9.3 Discuss the means for overcoming barriers to good communication.

10 Understand the report writing.
10.1 Define report , business report & technical report.
10.2 State the essential qualities of a good report.
10.3 Describe the factors to be considered while drafting a report. 
10.4 Explain the components of a technical report. 
10.5 Distinguish between a technical report and general report.
10.6 Prepare a technical report.

11 Understand the office management.
11.1 Define office and office work.
11.2 State the characteristics of office work.
11.3 Define filing and indexing.
11.4 Discuss the methods of filing.
11.5 Discuss the methods of indexing.
11.6 Distinguish between filing and indexing.

12 Understand the official and semi-official letters.
12.1 State the types of correspondence.
12.2 State the different parts of a commercial letter.  
12.3 Define official letter and semi-official letter.
12.4 Distinguish between official letter and semi-official letters.
12.5 Prepare the following letters: Interview letter, appointment letter, 

joining letter and application for recruitment. Complain letters, tender 
notice.


